
Find your way to Michelstadt! 
 

Adresse : 
                         CVJM – Camp 
                         Kühgrund 
                         64720 Michelstadt 
                         phone : +49-6061 / 3240 
 

    or Günter: +49 178 219 41 77  
 

 

Arriving by plain:  

Best airport to arrive is Frankfurt (FRA)!!! 

 

Airport Frankfurt-Hahn (HHN) is far away ;-( , about 2:00 h drive by bus to Frankfurt main 

station and the costs for the bus to Frankfurt are approx. 15,00 Euro one way. 

 

Transfer:  

At Frankfurt Airport there are two train stations. 

Find your train to Michelstadt here: http://www.bahn.de/p_en/view/index.shtml  

We will pick you up at Michelstadt Bahnhof / Station.  

 

Arriving by train:  

Michelstadt is a station on the track Darmstadt to Eberbach and Frankfurt/M. to Stuttgart. 

You can use the “Hessen-Ticket” of the “Deutsche Bahn”. Trains from Frankfurt 

Hauptbahnhof (Main station) to Michelstadt go direct or change train at Darmstadt or Groß-

Umstadt. 

 

Ticket:  

The best and cheapest way is to buy a "Länderticket" for the region "Hessen" called 

"Hessenticket". You can get it from the ticket machines at Frankfurt Airport and each  

other station for 34,- Euro. You can pay on most machines with Euro in cash or credit 

card. With these ticket 1 to 5 people can travel 1 day long all over Hessen, incl.  

all local transport (S-Bahn and U-Bahn and Busses, no IC or ICE-Train).  

 

 

 

 

http://www.bahn.de/p_en/view/index.shtml


 

Arriving by car: 

 

Coming from the North (Hannover/Kassel – A5 or „Sauerlandlinie“ - A45) from the 

„Gambacher Kreuz“ to the „Hanauer Kreuz”. New direction: Dieburg (B43a), crossing the A3 

(Frankfurt/M.-Würzburg) and drive on on the B45 direction Dieburg. At Dieburg follow the 

signs  in direction to Michelstadt. Follow the street passing “ Groß-Umstadt “,crossing“ 

Höchst “ and“ Bad König “ to Michelstadt .After the sign ”Michelstadt“ turn left into the 

„Stadtring“ and follow the signs ”CVJM-Westbund“ .The Camp is behind the stadion, the 

swimming pool and the campground. (follow the asphaltily street). 

 

Coming from the west:  A5 to exit Bensheim, then  B47 passing Lindenfels, Steinbach. 

After Michelstadt, crossing the rail, at the next set of traffics turn left on the B 45 to the 

street „Stadtring“. It is now going on like described in "coming from the North". 

 
 

Please send me your arrival time  guenter@acht-stuecken.de  

mailto:guenter@acht-stuecken.de

